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I have already read a portion of the book ."portion" means ........

complete point center part

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

How many word elements are there in the word ‘impolitely ’?

one two three eleven

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are two types of roots: base words and ……..roots.

source original reducing combining

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prefix ‘im-’ in the word ‘impossible’ means…….. .

not after again before

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All of the members of the company must…….our rules.

accept accepted to accept acceptance

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The new student’s suppleness of mind is excellent. ‘Suppleness’ means……. .

caution hardness flexibility tongue

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We should know the meanings of the technical terms of our books. ‘Terms’ means…… .

verbs words nouns worlds

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This new dictionary has about 15,000 expressions. ‘About’ means……. .

only completely exactly almost

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

First try to understand the meaning of the new words from the context clues and then look them

….. in you dictionary.

at up for after

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should…….yourself to the new conditions quickly.

adaptive adapted adapt adaptability

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our teacher believed that there was not any link between the two parts of the article. ‘Link’

means……. .

bond band point paint

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Your dictionary has a rich……..of common American idioms.

covered coverage coverable more coverable

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The answer to your question should govern the strategies that you use. ‘That’ refers to……. .

you the answer the strategies your question

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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We have to read and understand any material that is taught by our tutor. ‘Tutor’ means……. .

pilot teacher student passenger

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A ........ is a word from which other words are formed.

noun suffix root prefix

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A skillful worker should have a broad knowledge about his job. ‘Broad’ means……. .

short extensive expensive simplified

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Her silence implied agreement. ‘Implied’ means……. .

rejected didn’t suggest

suggested directly suggested indirectly

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

If someone says to you ‘All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy ’, you could infer that he thinks

you are working too fast. ‘Dull’ means……. .

mentally slow mentally fast  clever happy

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The point to note is that in reading you can save yourself time by skipping ……..... words and still

get the message.

all of none of more important less important

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Her husband was washing the dishes.

The dishes were ……. washed by her husband.

being will be are be

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The entry words in dictionaries are usually typed in ……… . Their types have thick heavy lines used

for emphasis.

italic small size boldface paperback

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The verbs ‘ kill ’ and ‘ bring ’ which need objects are called …….. verbs.

separable inseparable transitive intransitive

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Since I had not studied my books for the exam, I could not accept his invitation. ‘Since’ means……

. .

because although neither whether

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

‘Maxima’ connotes an expensive, luxurious auto, but ‘car’ has a……..connotation.

positive negative unexpected neutral

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The police had adequate reasons to send him to the prison. ‘Adequate’ means…….. .

unusual sufficient not enough insufficient

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The important point is that you should equip yourself …… a dictionary which will give you most of

the words that you need.

on with in of

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If the manager goes to his office, he ……. the new decoration.

notice to notice noticed will notice

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

January and April are two months of the year. The former is in winter and …… is in spring.

the latter  the latest later the further

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The managing director accepted that the failure had been caused by his bad……. .

manage management managed managerial

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence ‘It is important to save money’, “it” refers to……. .

money important is important to save money

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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